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abstract. We ﬁrst recall the original Greek sense of the word logic
and how logic was developed on the one hand as an eﬃcient way of
reasoning by the use of reduction to the absurd and on the other hand
as a useless system of logic by Aristotle. Then we discuss the changes
of the modern conception of logic: the rejection of the principle of noncontradiction considered as fundamental by Aristotle and the structuralist move breaking the Aristotelian accident/essence dichotomy. Finally
we explain why and how in universal logic — like in universal algebra —
axiomatic emptiness prevails: a logical structure is a structure obeying
no axioms.
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1

In the beginning was the Logos

“What is logic?” is a diﬃcult question. In this paper we will tackle
the issue through a simpler question “What is a logic?”. We will
explain why we can consider that a logic is a structure without
axioms similarly to the case of universal algebra and giving the
example of a simple logic, anti-classical logic, obeying none of the
standard axioms that however can reasonably be considered as a
logic. But it is important to keep in mind the more general issue of
what logic is and to see how our answer to the simpler question is
related and directed by this broader perspective.
Logic nowadays is generally the study of some logical systems
related with mathematics, computer science, artiﬁcial intelligence
or philosophy. These logical systems are sometimes called formal
systems and their construction and study is developed using some
1
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mathematical tools at various degrees. Most of the time people have
lost the more profound idea of what logic is.
It is good to remember that the word “logic” came from the Greek
word “Logos”, a key concept of Greek culture. The word “Logos” has
four main interrelated meanings: reason, science, language, relation.
Logic as an art of reasoning and logic as a logical system are not
necessarily the same if we consider for example, like Descartes did,
that we don’t need a system to reason in a good way — Descartes
was against syllogistic. Syllogistic is maybe the ﬁrst system of logic,
developed by Aristotle, who for that reason is often considered as
the godfather of logic.
But before Aristotle, the emergence of the Logos in Greece manifested through a powerful way of reasoning: the reduction to the
absurd. Using the strength of this reasoning the Pythagoreans were
able to prove that the square root of 2 is not rational, a result which
is considered sometimes as the ﬁrst mathematical proof, hence the
true birth of mathematics.The Pythagoreans had the idea that all
reality is based on natural numbers and relations between natural
numbers, so “rational” numbers were also admitted. A number that
cannot be expressed as a relation between two natural numbers,
an irrational number, was therefore something contradicting their
views. But Logos was stronger than ideology and irrational numbers
were admitted because they were born through reasoning, using the
reduction to the absurd.
The reduction to the absurd, without being “formalized”, became
the main tool to develop mathematics. On the other hand Aristotle
few decades later developed a system of logic, the syllogistic, where
the reduction to the absurd does not appear explicitly and which
was never used by mathematicians, or anyone, to produce interesting
reasonings. But during 2000 years the study of logic was limited to
syllogistic and someone like Kant even claimed that it was eternal.
Aristotle is known to have characterized human beings as “rational
animals”, but the conception of rationality promoted by Aristotle is
quite narrow, it is only one aspect of the Logos. We can say that
in some sense Aristotle has blocked logic for 2000 years with his
syllogistic and his metaphysical conceptions related to it: diﬀerence
between accident and substance, subject and predicate, the claim
that the principle of non-contradiction is the basis of rationality and
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reality. During the second half of the XIX century things started to
change, this was the birth of modern logic.

2

The modern conception of logic

In modern times Aristotle’s dogmas were rejected at two diﬀerent
levels: on the one hand the principle of non-contradiction was relativized and logics in which this principle does not hold were constructed (paraconsistent logics), on the other hand logical systems, including classical logic, were developed on a ground departing from
Aristotle’s metaphysics.
The Russian logician Vasiliev developed what he called imaginary
logic or non-Aristotelian logic by analogy with the work of his
colleague Lobatchevski also from Kazan. Vasiliev rejected the principle of non-contradiction and for this reason he is considered as a
forerunner of paraconsistent logic. But Vasiliev was still working in
the framework of Aristotelian thought, presenting variations of the
syllogistic system.
The second forerunner of paraconsistent logic is the Polish logician
Jan Lukasiewicz. In 1910 Lukasiewicz wrote a detailed criticism of
Aristotle’s arguments in favor of the principle of non-contradiction.
At the end of this book there is a presentation of Schröder’s idea of
algebra of logic and this volume is considered as the book introducing
modern logic in Poland. It is therefore the point of departure of the
famous Polish school of logic which has been so fundamental in the
development of modern logic. Lukasiewicz himself contributed very
much to the development of modern logic working for example in
many-valued logic.
But the real revolution of modern logic was not the contribution of
one or two people; it was the rise of a new way of thinking which can
be called “structuralism”, which emerged in linguistics, mathematics,
art and philosophy.
The idea of structuralism is that things are interrelated and that
we can understand things through the relations they have. An object
does not have an existence or meaning by itself. As well pointed
out by Bourbaki, the number 4 does not exist by itself but only in
relation with other numbers. This applies also to concrete objects
like “particles” and to thought and language. For Saussure the meaning of a word does not only depend on its connection with reality
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but is delimited by the meaning of other words. The basic notion
of structuralism is the notion of relation. This is really logical if we
think of the original meaning of the word “logos”.
Relations are described through the concept of structure — hence
the name structuralism. We can say “to be is to be an object of a
structure”. To understand what an object is we have to appraise it
in the appropriate structure. Diﬀerent structures are possible and
what also is important is to study the relations between structures,
then we go at a higher level considering structures whose elements
are themselves structures.
The theory of structures was developed in mathematics by Bourbaki, people working in universal algebra and category theory (Birkhoﬀ / MacLane), and also by model theorists. Model theory, developed mainly by Alfred Tarski in the 1950s, was the ﬁnal step of a
long adventure in the development of modern logic and became the
central subject of study in mathematical logic during three decades.
Sometimes people use the word “semantics” to talk about model
theory, but the word “semantics” was originally coined by Breal in
a linguistic context. Model theory is much more than semantics in
the linguistic sense; it is the full outcome of structuralism in logic.
But there is also another aspect of this outcome taking place at a
higher level of abstraction.

3

Universal logic

A logical system itself can be considered as a structure. There are
diﬀerent ways to deﬁne a logical system: via proof theory, via model
theory or via some intermediate means such as tableaux. But a
logical system can be considered as an abstract structure beyond
syntax and semantics.
The ﬁrst step in that direction is due to Tarski with his notion
of consequence operator. This is a structure close to a topological
structure — at this time (end of the 1920s) Tarski was working with
Kuratowski. For this structure there are some axioms corresponding
to reﬂexivity, monotonicty and transitivity of consequence.
The interesting point of Tarski’s approach is that it is very abstract
in the sense that consequence is not deﬁned on a speciﬁc language,
a speciﬁc set of formulas. A reason for this is that in the Polish
school people were interested not only in mathematical reasoning
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but in general scientiﬁc reasoning, hence the expression they promoted for logic: Methodology of deductive sciences. Connectives do not
appear at this level and therefore there are no laws such as the law
of non-contradiction.
But Tarski’s axioms for the notion of consequence can be criticized
at two levels: concrete and abstract. At the concrete level one can
ﬁnd some counter-examples for such axioms, the most famous case
are the penguins of non-monotonic logic. At the abstract level we
may want to go even deeper in abstraction as this was done by
Birkhoﬀ in universal algebra.
Universal algebra — an expression coined by J.J. Sylvester —
was at ﬁrst a general theory of algebras looking for some general
laws or axioms for algebraic structures, such as associativity or
commutativity. At the end of the XIXth century Whitehead wrote
a big book on the subject: A treatise on universal algebra. But in
the 1930s Garrett Birkhoﬀ went deeper into abstraction by deﬁning
an abstract algebra just as a set with a family of functions on it —
no more axioms. His motivation was that the intersection of the
two main groups of algebras (Noether /Boole) had no axioms in
common, so uniﬁcation could be done only in axiomatic emptiness.
But Brikhoﬀ showed that even at this level of axiomatic emptiness
interesting work can be done: it is possible to deﬁne what a subalgebra is and also what morphisms are. These notions do not depend
on any axioms, they are valid for all abstract algebras. We are at
the level of concepts rather than axioms.
Axiomatic emptiness takes us back to a famous thought of Anaximander — considered as one of the ﬁrst philosophical thoughts – “the
undetermined (apeiron) is the principle (arche) of everything”. This
is quite diﬀerent from Aristotle trying to base everything on the
principle of contradiction.
For logic we can follow the same road to higher abstraction as in
universal algebra and deﬁne a logical structure just as a consequence
relation on a set. This is the idea of a logical structure in universal
logic. It is important to emphasize that universal logic is therefore
not the study of a universal system of logic from which everything
can be deduced, a system which is the ﬁnal explanation/description
of the world or thought. It is in fact dubious that such system exists
because on the one hand science is always evolving — new theories
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always appear, and on the other hand maybe the world and thought
do not obey absolute laws, axioms or rules (contrarily to Kant’s
idea).
Universal logic is directly inspired by universal algebra but this
does not mean that they are the same: both are keen of abstraction
but they don’t deal with the same kinds of structures: logical structures do not necessarily reduce to algebraic structures, they can be
considered as a fourth type of basic mother structures in the sense of
Bourbaki — by the side of algebraic, topological and order structures.
Such a jump into abstraction — performed in universal algebra
and universal logic — allows space for monsters: we have limit
structures close to nonsense and also very strange structures. In
universal logic as limit structures we have a structure where everything is deducible from everything and its dual, nothing is deducible
from nothing. And we have many strange structures which maybe
don’t describe any kind of natural or artiﬁcial reasonings. But this
kind of jungle with a lot of weird animals is familiar to mathematicians. Limit structures are part of zeorology, the science of limit
cases as named by Roland Fraı̈ssé, and strange structures may one
day turn to be in connection with reality as happened to nonEuclidean geometry. So the jump into abstraction makes sense from
a methodological point of view and also for applications.
To end let us have a look at one of the monsters we have in the
jungle of universal logic: anti-classical logic. This logic is just deﬁned
as the complement of classical logic: it is easy to check that it obeys
none of Tarski’s axioms. It also does not obey a further axiom which
was put forward by Los and Suszko to improve Tarski’s theory of
consequence, the axiom of substitution. But why not considering
anti-classical logic as a logic? It can be deﬁned using recognized
logical methods: proof methods (using for example the theory of
refutation developed by Lukasiewicz) and semantics methods (using
for example truth-tables).
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